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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR

A

s you are reading this in mid-July, the AGM/EGM hosted by 3M in
Bracknell will be uppermost in my mind – I will have completed one
year as Chair of Council. It rather feels as if time has speeded up!
Anyhow, I thought I would reEect on what has happened over this
past year, halfway through my time in ofDce, in my 6th ‘View’.
One year ago, I was at St James’s Palace with HRH
The Duke of Edinburgh, celebrating the launch of
Chartered Technological Product Designers (CTPD).
Since then, we have:
• Launched a new website that enables online
applications, twitter feeds etc
• Launched our journal online
• And changed the way we manage subscriptions, as
set out in my fourth ‘View’.
Tania Humphries-Smith reflects on the
So far, we have registered 28 members as CTPD,
highlights of her first year as IED Chair – and
with a further two expected soon – so that’s thirty in
the many exciting challenges that now lie
our Drst year! Equally exciting, this month we are
ahead for the institution
launching a new grade of membership, Registered
Product Designer (RProdDes), the development of
which I announced in my 5th ‘View’.
We are also about to launch the new-look MIED,
mentioned in my 2nd ‘View’, which will allow us to
embrace a broader membership: something that was in great evidence at the
PD+I conference, where I presented CTPD to the Product/Industrial Design
profession in London in late May. Many presentations highlighted the growing
ambiguity of the relationship between traditional product design – ie, a
physical artefact and interface/app design – as well as the increasing role of
design thinking being applied to many situations outside product design.
Questions from the audience centred on the extent to which CTPD and the
IED were able to offer professional registration/recognition for people engaged
in these areas. The IED will be well positioned to offer this going forward.
So what does my second year in ofDce hold, I wonder? Well, our Drst priority,
having seriously refreshed our membership offer, is to investigate the
redevelopment of the IED headquarters to both realise some of its Dnancial
potential and provide the institution with a more Dtting HQ for a 21st century
design-based organisation. This, of course, will require up front investment. A
Chartered charitable body should always turn to its members Drst, so we
will be launching an appeal to raise a one-off sum from our members
to enable us to undertake design work and draw up plans etc –
please look out for further information.

A very
Quick year!!

Get Involved

If you would like to contribute to any discussions, write to:
Dr Tania Humphries-Smith
CTPD CEng MIED FHEA FRSA, Chair, at:
The Institution of Engineering Designers,
Courtleigh, Westbury Leigh, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3TA.
Or email: chair@ied.org.uk
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ASIDES

Siege mentality
Every project has its quirks: when some little problem throws up an odd aside from the main
activity that requires investigation. Sometimes it turns out to be a red herring. Occasionally it
can change the whole design. Colin Ledsome CEng FIED highlights another such instance

F

or a designer, the danger of hubris
always looms. It’s very easy to
believe you know all you need to
carry out a task. My favourite
incidence of hubris happened in Mexico in
1521. The conquistador, Hernando Cortez,
was laying siege to the Aztec capital,
Tenochtitlán. The defenders fought well
and the Spanish were making slow work
of breaking the siege. One old soldier, who
had fought in Italy at Garellano and
elsewhere, said he knew how to build a
trebuchet, the old medieval siege weapon
capable of throwing large stones several
hundred metres over protective walls.
Trebuchets usually consisted of a pair
of triangular side frames supporting a
cross beam, which acted as an off-centre
pivot for a long beam. The short end of the
beam carried a counterweight, suspended
in a cradle. A length of rope was attached
to the other end with a net, or similar
carrier, which held the projectile, usually a
boulder or several large stones. A second
rope joined the other side of the net to a
hook on the beam. This was arranged so
that the rope came off the hook when the
rope was in line with the beam.

www.ied.org.uk

To operate the trebuchet, the long end
of the beam was hauled down with a
windlass, raising the counterweight. The
projectile was positioned on the ground
near the back of the framework and the
ropes attached. When the beam was
released, the counterweight fell, and the
projectile was dragged forward and

upward, being ﬂung high on the ends of
the ropes. The projectile was released as
the ropes came into line with the beam.
(Large trebuchets can be seen in CGI
action in the siege of Minas Tirith in the
third ﬁlm of the ‘Lord of the Rings’ trilogy,
used by both the attackers and defenders.
Recent machines built as student projects
have thrown old Minis and upright pianos
some 400 metres.)
In Mexico, Cortez’s men spent several
days chopping down trees and lashing
together the large frameworks and the
long beam. Many of these machines had
been built over the centuries and the basic
technology was well known. What could
possibly go wrong? At the ﬁrst attempt, the
machine was set up and loaded, and the
arm released. The stone rose straight up
for a few metres and fell back. Cortez
ordered the machine to be broken into
pieces! This was the last time a trebuchet
was built for a battle.

If you have an interesting
design ‘Asides’ story to pass
on, please get in touch with
the editor. We would love to
hear from you.
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It was Sir Richard Woolley, Astronomer Royal, who pronounced in1956: “All this talk of satellites
and going to the Moon is just bunk. It would cost as much as a small war.” In what will be a new
series of articles, Colin Ledsome CEng FIED traces the history of space flight from earliest times
and into the era when the ‘space race’ truly started to take off

T

he earliest known ﬁctional account
of a journey to the Moon dates
from the 2nd century AD. Lucian
of Samosata, a Roman, wrote
a fantasy called ‘True Histories’, which
includes a sailing ship blown aloft by a
whirlwind and taking ﬁve days to reach
an inhabited Moon. Around the same time,
the Chinese noticed that a mixture of three
ingredients – saltpetre, sulphur and
charcoal – would produce sparkles as it
burned; primitive ﬁreworks. It took another
seven hundred years for this to be
reﬁned into what we now call
gunpowder. The Chinese
experimented with various
mixtures of the ingredients
and developed effective
artillery, including
exploding shells.
Knowledge of it
spread to Europe with the
13th century Mongol
invasions. Twelve large
siege cannon were used by
the English at the siege of
HarLeur in 1415. In the
summer of that year came the
Krst European use, by the French,
of a small cannon in a battle at
Agincourt. After Kring, the barrels were too
hot to reload with the volatile powder, so
there was a long gap between shots to
allow it to cool. Agincourt was over in a few

6

Jules Verne, De la Terre à la Lune, 1865. A train
of space capsules on their way to the Moon
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Drawings from an "Elementary treatise on the
mounting of naval ordinance" (1811) by
William Congreve. One of the pioneers of
rocketry, Congreve developed rocket
projectiles at Woolwich Arsenal that were
subsequently used in the Napoleonic Wars.

hours and the French only had time to Kre
once. The battle was won with the English
longbow, which was gradually superseded
by Krearms during the next two hundred
years.
Gunpowder is not a true explosive. It
burns very quickly, producing large amounts
of hot gas. In a gun, an explosive would
shatter the barrel. Gunpowder is a
propellant, which pushes a shell out of a
barrel or a rocket into Light. Rockets were
used against the British East India
Company by the Indians at Mysore in the
late 18th century. Captured rockets were
reverse engineered at the Royal Arsenal
at Woolwich by William Congreve. He
demonstrated his Krst solid-fuelled artillery
rockets in 1805, which were used to some
effect in the Napoleonic and other wars,
including the American War of
Independence. Their use earned a mention
in the second verse of their national
anthem. As gunnery became more
accurate and reached longer ranges, the
Congreve rocket was regarded as a
curiosity and not developed further.

Goddard. These three are regarded as the
pioneers of modern spaceLight. Goddard
began researching liquid-fuelled rockets
and space Light in the early years of the
20th century, receiving Knancial support
from the Smithsonian Institution. He

patented a liquid-fuelled rocket and a multistage rocket in 1914, but his published
papers were not well received.
“That Professor Goddard with his
‘chair’ in Clark College, and the
countenancing of the Smithsonian
Institution, does not know the relation of
action to reaction and of the need to have
something better than a vacuum against
which to react to say that would be absurd.
Of course he only seems to lack the
knowledge ladled out daily in high
schools...” – Editorial in the New York Times,
January 18, 1920.
Rocket engines don’t need something

Robert Hutchings Goddard (October 5, 1882 – August 10, 1945) was an American
professor, physicist and inventor who is credited with creating and building the world's
ﬁrst liquid-fuelled rocket, which he successfully launched on March 16, 1926.

INTEREST REKINDLED

Fiction writers took an interest in space
Light again with Jules Verne’s ‘De la Terre à
la Lune’ in 1865. H G Wells and others
also began to explore this genre, with the
Krst silent Klm of a Moon Light, ‘Le Voyage
dans la Lune’, in 1902. More Klms
followed, putting space Light into the minds
of many, even if few believed it possible.
Several people were thinking more
seriously about rocket propulsion. Notable
amongst them were Herman Oberth in
Germany, Konstantin Tsiolovsky in Russia
and the American, Robert Hutchings

www.ied.org.uk
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to react against. The burning of a fuel in a
small chamber generates a high pressure,
which accelerates the resulting gases out
of the nozzle. The accelerating forces push
the nozzle and combustion chamber in
the opposite direction. In a vacuum,
the pressure differential between the
combustion chamber and the outside is
higher, increasing the resulting forces.
(This, plus a few equations, is virtually
the whole of ‘rocket science’. It’s ‘rocket
engineering’ that’s difKcult.) Goddard
launched his Krst liquid-fuelled rocket in
1926. It was fuelled from kerosene and
oxygen tanks placed low down, behind a
protective shield, to give a centre of mass
below the rocket nozzle. He placed the
rocket motor at the top to give natural
stability and avoid the need for a guidance
system. (Fireworks, and Congreve rockets,
have a heavy stick for the same reason.)
The Krst Light was not a great success,
rising to the dizzy height of 41 feet (12.5m).

THE ‘IMPOSSIBLE’ DREAM

The mocking continued, such as scientist
Alexander William Bickerton’s response to
Goddard’s proposals for a moon rocket:

8

“This foolish idea of shooting at the Moon
is an example of the absurd lengths to
which vicious specialisation will carry
scientists...For a projectile entirely to
escape the gravitation of the Earth, it
needs a velocity of 7 miles a second. The
thermal energy of a gram at this speed is
15,180 calories...The energy of our most
violent explosive nitro-glycerine is less than
1,500 calories per gram. Consequently,
even had the explosive nothing to carry, it
has only one tenth of the energy to escape
the earth...hence the proposition appears
to be basically impossible.”
Bickerton’s basic Kgures are correct, but
the conclusion is wrong, since the fuel gets
used up. Today, some 90% of the take-off
weight of a launch vehicle is fuel and
oxidant, liquid or solid. (The average fuel
consumption of the 1st stage of a Saturn V
rocket was 7 inches to the gallon!) If
Earth’s surface gravity were only 10%
higher, reaching space by chemical rockets
would be impossible.
In 1929, Herman Noordung published
proposals for a large orbiting space
station. Goddard continued to develop his
rockets with more success. For a larger

vehicle, it becomes impractical to have the
motor at the top, so some form of active
stability must be used. Steered Kns can be
effective at low altitudes, but, as the air
gets thinner, they lose their usefulness.
Higher altitudes require steerable
thrust. Goddard developed a three-axis
gyroscope system as a reference platform
for a guidance system. He gained support
from Lindberg and further Knancial backing
from the Guggenheim family, but the US
armed forces showed little interest in the
lead-up to World War 2.

www.ied.org.uk
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ICONIC DESIGNS

In the UK, there was no
government interest, but, in 1933,
Phillip Cleator founded the British
Interplanetary Society, BIS, for those
interested in the possibility of space travel.
These included Arthur C Clarke, the
science-Kction writer, Ralf Smith, an artist
who produced many of the iconic
spacecraft designs of the day, and Val
Cleaver, an engineer who would later work
on the rocket engines for Blue Streak.
In 1938, the society published a detailed
design for a rocket that was capable of
reaching the Moon with a crew of three and
returning them to Earth. When NASA began
work on the Apollo project, they analysed
previous design proposals. The BIS project
was the only one they thought would
probably have worked
In Germany, Werner Von Braun saw the
opportunity to further his interests by
promoting rocket-powered weapons to the
Nazi government. He also developed a gyro
stabilisation system similar to Goddard’s.
Working with Walter Dornberger, an artillery
captain, he Lew the Aggregat series of

main inhabited volume was a ring
structure, rotating so that centrifugal forces
could be used to simulate gravity (see
panel text). Von Braun developed a similar
design, which later featured in the 1968
MGM Klm ‘2001 A Space Odyssey’.
Imaginations ran riot with a range of ideas
for Lights to the Moon, Mars, Venus and
beyond, but no western government money
was available for civilian projects.

concept with the V1, the Krst cruise
missile. Used in response to the D-Day
landings, between June and October 1944
a total of 9,521 V1s were launched
towards London. Flights stopped as the
Allies overran the launch sites within range
of London.
Starting in September 1944, the
Wehrmacht launched 3,172 V2s against
a variety of targets. Von Braun’s V2 was
the Krst long-range guided missile. It was
the Krst man-made vehicle to travel into
space and would dive onto its target at
supersonic speed. As the war came to an
end, Von Braun and around one hundred of
his engineers travelled west to surrender to
the advancing Western forces. They were
taken to America, along with enough
components to make about 80 V2s. The
Russians captured the factories and
transferred the production facilities to the
Soviet Union, where more V2s were made.

COLD WAR DEVELOPMENTS

rockets (German for mechanical system) to
heights of several kilometres. Occasionally
they wrote to Goddard for help with
technical problems. With the start of World
War 2 in 1939, the German government
maintained an interest in rocket propulsion,
although Hitler himself was not convinced.
They separately developed the Lying bomb

Von Braun’s group was originally taken to
the White Sands Proving Grounds in New
Mexico, where there was room to test V2s
and US rockets such as the WAC Corporal.
However, the Germans didn’t like the
desert conditions and were moved to the
Redstone Arsenal at Huntsville, Alabama.
There the potential military uses of
rocketry took priority, but Von Braun also
found time to work on his ideas for space
exploration. Medium and long-range
missiles became vital for both sides of the
cold war, but there was no ofKcial interest
in orbital Light.
In the UK, the BIS revived some of
Noordung’s proposals and in 1948
produced a design for a space-station. The

“All this talk of satellites
and going to the Moon
is just bunk. It would
cost as much as a small
war”
Sir Richard Woolley,
Astronomer Royal, 1956.
THE SPACE RACE BEGINS

On 4 October 1957, the Soviets launched
Sputnik 1, the Krst satellite to orbit the
Earth. It only broadcast a bleep signal;
however, it galvanised the Americans into
action. The realisation that a satellite could
be used to observe or even target military
installations anywhere in the country, as
well as opening up a whole new Keld of
scientiKc endeavour, suddenly raised
rocketry to a new level in government
thinking. The Americans resurrected a
previously rejected project and the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency modiKed a JupiterC missile to become the Juno 1 launcher.
At the same time, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory built the Explorer 1 satellite,
which was required to have a scientiKc
purpose. Meanwhile, the Soviets launched
Sputnik 2 on 3 November, with a small
scientiKc payload.

IN THE VANGUARD

The US Navy tried to put its own satellite
up on 6 December with a Vanguard rocket,
but it failed to reach orbit. Explorer 1 was
launched on 1 February 1958, 84 days
after Sputnik 1. Its batteries lasted until 23
May and its instruments discovered the
Van Allen radiation belts surrounding the
Earth. The space race was on.

Further Information
British Interplanetary Society – www.bis-space.com. UK Space Agency – www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk-space-agency. Congreve Rockets are
on display at the Royal Artillery’s ‘Firepower’ museum at Woolwich Arsenal in south-east London – www.ﬁrepower.org.uk. A model of Goddard’s ﬁrst rocket
and much more can be seen in the Space Gallery at the Science Museum, London – www.sciencemuseum.org.uk. A number of early rockets are on
display at the National Space Centre, Leicester – spacecentre.co.uk
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ettles that release steam onto
their handles, cupboard
drawers that don’t quite slot in
and, of course, those pesky
USB sticks that take three or four
attempts to insert – before you realise that
you had the right way around the ﬁrst time
(although, thankfully, the next generation
of reversible USBs is now with us).
Such niggles are part of everyday life
and, albeit annoying, their defective design
is usually fairly easy to ignore. However, in
industry, the poor design of manufacturing
environments and equipment is much

decisions internally, without much need for
human intervention.

ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Another technology transforming
operations is the slow, but certain,
introduction of highly advanced robotics
and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI). As this
technology becomes more readily
available, it is likely that the automated
manufacturing facilities of the future are
set to become even more reliant on
technology.

Age of the
man-machine
collaboration

is where industrial ergonomics comes in.
Ergonomics describes the interaction
between humans and other elements of a
system – in this case factory employees
and their respective industrial machinery
or robotics. Good ergonomics applies
design principles to co-ordinate the
devices, systems and working conditions
in a factory with the requirements of
employees. By increasing human wellbeing and easing navigation, good
ergonomic design can improve the overall
performance of a system and its workers.
For example, adjusting the body and
height of workspaces for employees can
not only reduce risk of injury, but also
improve staff motivation by giving them
more freedom to move. Furthermore,
creating easier reach zones for employees

Ergonomics for facilities using industrial automation and
robotics has a vital role to play, as European Automation’s
head of order fulfilment, Robert Holloway, explains
more signiﬁcant than a few seconds
wasted twisting one of those outmoded
USB sticks.
Industrial automation has become
invaluable as part of the modernisation of
manufacturing facilities. Responsible for
an increase in productivity, improved
energy efﬁciency and a reduction in
overheads, industrial automation has
quickly secured its place as a reigning
champion of manufacturing operations.
Today, the manufacturing industry
boasts more than just basic automated
production lines. Integrated and intelligent
systems are in place, retroﬁtted with
sensor-embedded machines capable of
communicating with other machinery on
the factory ﬂoor. This connected machinery
is able to collect and evaluate production
data and make intelligent operational

10

In recent years, we
have witnessed an inﬂux
of sensationalised media
coverage, condemning the
introduction of advanced
robotics as the ﬁrst step to the
inevitable AI takeover. There is no
denying that some menial labour could
be replaced with technology, but,
regardless of this advanced machinery
creeping onto the factory ﬂoor, human
workers will continue to play a vital role
in operations.
Inevitably, the typical factory
environment is set to change. For the man
and machine collaboration to succeed, it is
important for facilities managers to design
and create an appropriate and effective
level of interaction between workers and
this new machinery. This

www.ied.org.uk

INDUSTRIAL ERGONOMICS

can dramatically speed up production.
Even simple changes, such as improving
the lighting and temperature, are easy
ways to minimise potential accidents.
That being said, ergonomic design must
be uniquely created to beneﬁt each
manufacturing environment.

POOR ERGONOMICS

Conversely, poor ergonomics can be
detrimental to productivity, staff
satisfaction and health and safety.
Consider the design of control panels as
an example. Locations of switches and
buttons may seem like a trivial issue to
worry about. However, switches placed
too close to employees – that might
accidentally be knocked on or off – could
start a sequence of events leading to an

accident. In the same breath, control
switches or buttons placed too far away
from employees could cause delays when
workers are attempting to react to an
emergency.
The positioning of machinery is not the
only ergonomic element that should be
considered. The physical characteristics of
each individual employee should also play
a vital part in designing the ideal,
ergonomic workspace. Body shape and
size; ;tness and strength; posture and
even the capability of senses, such as

vision, sense of touch and hearing, should
all be considered before placing an
employee onto the factory ﬂoor.
Inevitably, when organisations add
industrial automation and robotics to the
equation, health and safety becomes
an even greater concern.
Organisations strategically place
dangerous automated machinery
outside the workspaces of
employees. By implementing
intelligent equipment – such
as human machine
interfaces (HMIs) –
workers can gain a greater
view of the processes
performed by machinery, without
having to get up close and
personal.
In fact, until recently, advanced
manufacturing robotics have been con;ned
to operating within cages, referred to as
robotic work cells. Acting as a physical
barrier between the machinery and the
rest of the factory, these cells are
designed to protect human workers from
accidents involving the robots. Regardless
of what science ;ction may have you
believe, however, industrial robotics will
not turn against human counterparts and
attempt an AI takeover!
Today, industry is witnessing the next
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generation of robotics. Collaborative
robotics describes robots that can operate
safely alongside human counterparts,
without the need for physical barriers.
Speci;cally designed to work safely with
people, collaborative robotics are capable
of operating completely cage free. At the
same time, this does not mean the
machinery is completely devoid of health
and safety features.
Since ABB Robotics introduced YuMi,
its two-armed collaborative robot in early
2015, it has been independently certi;ed
as safe to work alongside
humans on the same assembly
tasks. To prevent accidents,
sensors are installed on the
robot that react to human
contact and monitor the
location of workers. This way, if
anybody gets too close to the
machinery, it automatically
shuts down. Although the
mass introduction of
collaborative robotics is still in
its very early stages, this manmachine collaboration is a huge step
towards humans and robots working
together harmoniously.
Since the ;rst introduction of six-axis
robotic arms into automotive production
lines in the early 1960s, the mass
implementation of industrial automation
systems and advanced robotics has been
inevitable. Fundamentally, manufacturers
are opting for automated equipment with
the objective of speeding up production
and improving ef;ciency. However, when
implemented into an ergonomically
designed environment, this increased
productivity can be taken a step further.
Financially, good ergonomics can
signi;cantly increase the output of a
facility by improving the speed and quality
of production. Simultaneously, the
potential cost of ergonomic-related
compensation for injured workers can be
dramatically reduced. Furthermore, putting
value on good ergonomics can generate a
greater safety culture in the workplace and
therefore improve employee engagement.
For modern industrial environments
using automated machinery, it is essential
that the ergonomic needs of human
workers are not forgotten.

Robert Holloway is head of order fulﬁlment at
industrial automation parts supplier European
Automation
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DYSON RESHAPING
A major response to the growing skills gaps in the UK has been the emergence of the Dyson
School of Design Engineering, Imperial College London, as Professor Peter Childs CEng FIMechE
FRSA FASME MIED, head of school, explains

R

epeated studies on the skills
gaps in the UK have indicated
a signiﬁcant shortage of
engineers, such as the Royal
Academy of Engineering reporting that we
need 100,000 new graduates in science,
technology and mathematics each year
until 2020, yet only produce 90,000
graduates a year, with a quarter of
engineering graduates going initially into
other sectors – a skills gap of at least
10,000 a year.
This gap warrants serious on-going
attention and has been subject to
extensive efforts by key industry and
academic organisations, as well as

PRIZE WINNERS
Recent prizes for the Dyson School’s
graduates and students have included
the Mayor of London’s Low Carbon
Entrepreneur’s 2016 award to
Elena Dieckmann for her project,
‘AEROPOWDER: Material Enhancement
Additives from Poultry Feather Waste’.
“Elena is in the Anal year of the
Innovation Design Engineering
programme,” says Prof Childs, “and has
developed a brand new type of material
using chicken feathers, a copious waste
stream for which, until now, we have
struggled to And an application.”
As she herself explains: “Last year,
900 million chickens were slaughtered
by the poultry industry and hence 2,000
tons of feather waste per week must be
disposed of. Current disposal methods
are either energy intensive or result in
feather waste, having minimal economic
value. By creating feather-based
insulation materials, our products would
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individuals. Dyson, P&G and Jaguar, for
example, have consistently rolled out
successful designs, arising from
signiDcant design engineering teams
working in the UK. These teams typically
have a constant requirement for new staff.
One major response to this skills
challenge has been The Dyson School of
Design Engineering, formed in July 2014,
arising from a major donation from the
Dyson Foundation and an ongoing
initiative in design engineering at Imperial.
Over the years, design has been
prominent in departments such as civil
and environmental engineering,
mechanical engineering, computing,

materials, bioengineering and chemical
engineering. Imperial is a former host of
the Engineering and Product Design
Education Conference (EPDE) and hosted
possibly the Drst ever conference on
design methods in 1962, organised,
among others, by Peter Slann.
The new school’s activities include an
MEng in Design Engineering, running two
double masters programmes in Innovation
Design Engineering and Global Innovation
Design, as well as research and largescale projects. The last two years have
proven busy, with the generation of
a new curriculum for the MEng Design
Engineering programme, appointment of

create value from feather waste. Material
costs will be kept low and thus the cost of
the insulation product will be extremely
competitive, compared to competitors’
alternatives.
“We are designing AEROPOWDER to be
high-performance insulation materials that
make use of feather waste. Such products
include foam insulation boards, insulation
granules and blanket material. Our product
will be manufactured using standard
insulation material production techniques,
but with the addition of feather waste
material. We are currently testing and
developing different materials that try
to extract/capture feathers’ natural
properties. Furthermore, feathers are
a natural, non-toxic Abre, chemically
unreactive and lightweight.”
Elena Dieckmann’s project,
‘AEROPOWDER: Material Enhancement
Additives from Poultry Feather Waste’, was
the winner of the Mayor of London’s Low
Carbon Entrepreneur’s 2016 award.
Photo credit Andor Ivan
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SKILLS GAP

THE FUTURE
staff and the acquisition of a building. The
impressive result of all this endeavour is
the Dyson Building on Exhibition Road in
South Kensington, London. Formerly the
Post OfDce Building owned by the Science
Museum, many Engineering Designer
readers will know the ground Eoor as the
former group entrance to the museum
itself. The building has Dve Eoors, with
the basement used for workshops and
laboratories, the ground Eoor for teaching
activities and one of the exhibition spaces
for student shows.
“The Drst Eoor is home to a magniDcent
Edwardian baroque atrium, which we will
use for student presentations and breakout sessions, and two upper Eoors where
we will house laboratories, studio and
student learning facilities,” says Professor
Peter Childs, head of school. “Also, we
have space for design studios for staff
and researchers, a human experience lab,

robotics lab and specialised design
research zones.
“We welcomed the Drst cohort of
students onto the MEng in the autumn of
2015,” he adds. “Just over 40 students
joined the Drst year of the programme,
and were immediately immersed into an
induction design and make project, prior
to modules in engineering design, design,
communication in design and
mathematics. The Drst two terms were
extremely positive, with students
developing their skills through modules in
production, context in design, and energy
and design, as well as a major design
project that runs throughout the Drst year.
The degree is characterised by an
attention to developing skills in design
thinking, engineering science, design,
design through making, enterprise and
innovation, and physical computing.”
It is a work in progress, of course. “We

The new Dyson School of Design Engineering
building, acquired from the Science Museum
are yet to get there, as we only have
students in the Drst year, but applications
for the coming year are excellent and we
expect to take just over 50 students in
October 2016, growing the programme
towards an intake of around 80 or 90 in

Childs also references other winners,
such as Malav Sanghavi, with his incubator
design project, called BabyLifeBox, which
won the ‘Rising BioStar Award’ 2016 most
promising start-up award.
“Also, Yusuf Muhammad and Paul
Thomas, graduates from IDE, have won the
Red Dot Best of the Best for their Automist
Smartscan innovation. This very prestigious
design award was announced at the end of
March,” he adds.
The Dyson School welcomes contact
with industry, Childs concludes. “There are
multiple ways in which we would like to
engage, ranging from collaborative research
projects to industrial placements. We have a
wide range of active research areas – from
human factors, engineering product design
and audio experience design to fast-moving
consumer goods, robotics and food design.”
Right: Malav Sanghavi, with his incubator
design project BabyLifeBox.
Far right (inset): Automist Smartscan,
designed by Yusuf Muhammad and Paul
Thomas, graduates from IDE.
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SKILLS GAP
To contact Professor Peter Childs,
email: p.childs@imperial.ac.uk.

“Engineering is a diverse
domain serving critical
needs across society.
Design engineering is the
fusion of design
thinking, engineering
thinking and practice,
within a culture of
innovation and
enterprise”.
Peter Childs,
October 2014
a few years’ time. The degree includes
regular shows of the student work and a
signiDcant quantity of course work, with
major design and design engineering
projects each year. The degree highlights
in the third and fourth years include a
group project, an industrial placement,
a solo project and enterprise roll-out.
“We are encouraging our students
to join the IED and are seeking full
accreditation accordingly. Applicants for
the MEng must have an A level or its

equivalent in mathematics, along with
other subjects relevant to design
engineering. This might include a
combination of subjects, such as
mathematics, art and psychology, or
alternatively mathematics, psychology
and music, as well as more traditional
combinations, such as mathematics,
physics and another science. We are
aiming at promoting the diverse nature of
design engineering with an inclusive
approach to the entry cohort. In our Drst

year, the gender balance was
approximately 45% female and 55 male,
based on merit, and we are working hard
towards encouraging a diverse intake.
“Prior to using our own building, we are
taking advantage of the well-founded
laboratories, teaching facilities and
established workshops at Imperial. We
have also established the Imperial College
Advanced Hackspace, with its extensive
array of 3D printers and network of
practical spaces. Every week is new for
us. This is just like a start-up, but we have
the added advantage of Imperial behind
us, so can be both agile and ambitious.”
In addition to the MEng in Design
Engineering, the Dyson School also runs
two masters programmes. The Innovation
Design Engineering (IDE) and Global
innovation Design programmes (GID) are
full-time double masters run jointly with
the Royal College of Art.
The IDE programme, started in 1980,
has a long-standing pedigree. Many
alumni have gone on to take leading roles
at IDEO, Apple, Samsung, Ford, Bentley,
Philips, Google and Microsoft, as well as
setting up their own enterprises, with
recent notable examples including Bare
Conductive, Omlet, Concrete Canvas, Roli
and Team Turquoise.

RESEARCH IN ACTION
Saeema Ahmed-Kristensen: carrying out
essential design research activity at the
Dyson School of Design Engineering.
One example of notable design research
activity at the Dyson School of Design
Engineering is being carried out by Saeema
Ahmed-Kristensen, Professor of Design
Engineering and Design Methodology. This
focuses upon improvements of both products
and processes (creative, (global) product
development and innovation) through
developing a scientiAc understanding and is in
close collaboration with industry (aerospace,
oil drilling equipment, medical devices, to
consumer products).
The research tackles up-and-coming
problems driven by the changing landscape of
industry, technology or simply a desire to
understand the fundamentals of design.
Research undertaken with the aerospace
industry focused upon the aero engine,
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resulting in the modelling of the component
relationships and networks to support the
engineering designer in understanding the
design issues. In the context of oil drilling
equipment, the research focused upon transfer
of knowledge from the operational phase of
the equipment to improve the next generation
of equipment.
This includes understanding how engineers
and service engineers access information to
improve the transfer of knowledge, proposing
new approaches to structure reports to
facilitate this and reducing the number of
engineering changes.
Much of this research begins through
understanding the fundamentals of designing,
where a multidisciplinary approach, including
computer science, engineering and social
sciences, is adopted.
Aimed at improving the user experience,
Ahmed-Kristensen’s research focuses on

quantifying, for instance, the perception of
the product (emotional design) or its comfort,
and supporting designers to both predict the
comfort or perception early in the development
process. One such example is to understand
and be able to predict the comfort of users
before a prototype actually; collaboration
with GN Netcom, for ear-worn devices, led to
fewer iterations, better comfort and leaner
user studies.
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STRUCTURAL BONDING

A

chieving a perfect component
design increases the
performance of a bond,
accelerates the production
process and saves money. New
materials and designs often require the
use of adhesives. Current material
trends that favour adhesive bonding are
composite materials, such as carbon
fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP), glass
reinforced plastic (GRP) and the
increasing prevalence of multi-material
designs.
Welding, mechanical fastening and
riveting are still good joining methods.
However, they don’t always create a
reliable and durable connection. For
example, they are reliable for steel to
steel or aluminum to aluminum joining,
but less reliable for polymers and multimetal mixes,such as steel to aluminum.
Forming or ultrasonic-welding can only be
usedin certain cases.
A typical mistake, made time and time
again, is attempting to bond a
component that has already been
screwed or welded, without adapting its
geometry accordingly. This can cause
problems in many areas, including
adhesive dispensing, joining of materials
and bond strength. Despite the
advancements in adhesive technology to
increase bonding success, this science
still remains on the back burner of many
engineering studies.

Sticking to
the task!

Structural bonding has a wide variety of advantages over
conventional joining technologies. Adhesives selection should
be considered early on in the design phase to take full
advantage of their potential
Figure 1: Enlargement of the bonding area

Figure 2: If a welded joint is replaced by bonding, the design should be adapted

THE RIGHT JOINT

When choosing between an adhesive or
a joint with a screw or weld, the one
main difference between these joining
techniques is that the forces applied
from an adhesive affect the entire
bonded laminar area, not just isolated
(punctual or linear) areas, as is the case
when securing with a screw or a weld.
That’s why it is important to note that
you cannot interchange screwing and
welding with bonding adhesive on the
same project. It won’t work. It won’t
produce the strength needed to hold
the bond.
Take, for instance, two metal sheets
measuring 1 ft. long by 1 ft. wide that
need to be joined. Only a small area of
the metal sheets need to be overlapped
when welding or screwing them together,
whereas an area this small is not
sufficient for adhesive bonding.

www.ied.org.uk

To achieve a strong adhesive bond,
the parts would need to be designed to
have a larger overlap. The larger bonding
surface results in a stronger bond with
tension spread more evenly throughout
the components. (see Figure 1)
Enlarging the bonding area depends a
great deal on the forces that arise in the
actual application. Often, eccentric force
transmission is to be expected. As this

force does not act on one axis, it rotates
to get balanced on the next axis, causing
a torque that results in peel stress.
Should this occur, an alternate to an
overlap joint is tongue and groove.
Similar to the dovetail design long used
in woodworking, tongue and groove joins
and locks two components together,
making it more difficult for them to bend
or come apart. (Figure 2)
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STRUCTURAL BONDING

As noted, when a structure originally
constructed to be welded will then be
bonded, the design should be modified.
Although the adhesive will deliver proper
tensile and compression strength values,
the occurrence of a slight peel stress will
lead to instability in the structure.
(Figure 3)

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

To overcome the design challenge in this
example, designers can use a larger
cylindrical base, along with a preengineered borehole in the baseplate.
This will create a round tongue and
groove joint. While tongue and groove
is a reliable and widely used method to
ensure solid structural bonding, it is not
feasible when bonding thin metal sheets.
However, there are several other options
available. If the materials are formable,
bending the components and placing

them one on top of the other will improve
the bond strength, significantly
increasing the bonding area. Although
more complex, as it involves additional
process steps, this is an excellent option
where higher strength is required.
(Figure 4)
The strength of a pipe joint leaves
much to be desired, if the two
components are bonded at their ends.
(Figure 5)
Adding a further interior or exterior
ring greatly enlarges the bonding area
and decreases risk of peel stress. The
two components can also be overlapped
by adapting the diameter of one. On
account of the adhesive’s sealing
properties, liquids easily flow through
these pipe joints without leaking.
A correctly dimensioned bonding gap
is extremely important when engineering
an adhesive-friendly design. It ensures

Figure 3: If a welded joint is replaced by bonding, the design should be adapted

Figure 4: Bending is a design alternative to tongue and groove

a consistent adhesive layer thickness,
which enables the adhesive to fully
develop its adhesion forces.

INTEGRATED SPACERS

It can be provided by a defined contact
area, with spacers integrated into the
components being bonded, or by a
tongue and groove joint. If the gap is
too narrow, the components press the
adhesive out and the bond will not hold.
In order to create an adhesive-friendly
design, engineers faced with such
challenges follow these basic design
principles:
Work with sufficiently large bonding
areas
Eliminate the potential of peel and
bending stress.
By following these steps, the end
result is a strong, sturdy and powerful
joint.
●

●

Advantages of
bonding
Different materials can be joined
Tension is evenly distributed
Components are not weakened –
eg, by boreholes
High resistance to dynamic forces
Laminar joining of thin components
Components are not or are only slightly
subjected to heat
Simultaneous bonding and sealing is
possible
The adhesive layer balances tolerances
Electrically or thermally conductive
adhesives are available

Key guidelines
Figure 5: The bonding area of a pipe joint should be increased, while edge-to-edge
joins should be avoided
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Provide sufﬁciently large bonding areas
and gaps
Achieve evenly distributed tensions
Limit stress to compression, tension and
shear stress, if possible
Avoid peel and bending stress
Avoid eccentric force transmission
Prevent plastic component deformation
Provide adhesive-friendly surfaces
Comply with the curing conditions
required by the adhesive.
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TRANSPARENT WOOD

Wood you credit it?
Transparent wood made by removing the
lignin in the wood veneer. (Photo: Peter
Larsson)

Strange, but true – transparent wood material might one day replace glass
in solar cells and buildings

W

and in buildings,” he adds. Among the work to be
indows and solar panels in the future
done next is enhancing the transparency of the
could be made from one of the best
material and scaling up the manufacturing process,
— and cheapest — construction
As Berglund states.”We also intend to work
materials known: wood. Researchers
further with different types of wood. Wood is by far
at Stockholm’s KTH Royal Institute of Technology
the most used bio-based material in buildings. It’s
have developed a new transparent wood material
attractive that the material comes from renewable
that, they say, is suitable for mass production.
sources. It also offers excellent mechanical
Lars Berglund, a professor at Wallenberg Wood
properties, including strength, toughness, low density
Science Center at KTH, says that, while optically
and low thermal conductivity.” The ﬁnding was
transparent wood has been developed for
published in the American Chemical Society journal,
microscopic samples in the study of wood anatomy,
Biomacromolecules, and the project ﬁnanced by the
the KTH project introduces a way to use the material
Professor Lars Berglund. Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.
on a large scale. “Transparent wood is a good
According to the study, ‘Optically Transparent Wood
material for solar cells, since it’s a low-cost, readily
from a Nanoporous Cellulosic Template: Combining Functional and
available and renewable resource,” Berglund says. “This becomes
Structural Performance’: “Optically transparent wood (TW) with
particularly important in covering large surfaces with solar cells.”
transmittance as high as 85% and haze of 71% was obtained using
Berglund says transparent wood panels can also be used for
a deligniﬁed nanoporous wood template. The template was
windows, and semitransparent facades, when the idea is to let
prepared by removing the light-absorbing lignin component, creating
light in, but maintain privacy.
nanoporosity in the wood cell wall. Transparent wood was prepared
“The optically transparent wood is a type of wood veneer in
by successful impregnation of lumen and the nanoscale cellulose
which the lignin, a component of the cell walls, is removed
ﬁber network in the cell wall with refractive-index-matched
chemically. When the lignin is removed, the wood becomes
prepolymerized methyl methacrylate (MMA).”
beautifully white. But, because wood isn’t naturally transparent,
we achieve that effect with some nanoscale tailoring.”
The white porous veneer substrate is impregnated with a
The paper was written by Yuanyuan Li, Qilang Fu, Shun Yu, Min Yan and Lars
transparent polymer and the optical properties of the two are
Berglund, Wallenberg Wood Science Center, Department of Fiber and Polymer
then matched. “No one has previously considered the possibility
Technology, and School of Information and Communication Technology, KTH Royal
of creating larger transparent structures for use as solar cells
Institute of Technology, Stockholm
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Heart of
the
matter

To develop medical devices for better cardiac care, the best
platform to work on is a beating heart. A project to simulate
the heart is allowing just that. Tim Fryer reports

S

ome industries have long since
embraced simulation as an
essential part of the design
process, particularly those that
require knowledge of stresses or ﬂuid ﬂow.
For some simulation is an unnecessary
level of complexity, but for others the
complexity stretches the capabilities of
simulation software to the limit.
The human heart comes into this last
category. It is incredibly complex and is
unique to every individual. In fact there are
trials underway to use the heart’s
signature as a form of identity check for
such uses as banking, making passwords
a thing of the past. Simulating a heart
therefore has to accommodate unlimited
variations.

REALISTIC 3D MODEL

The Living Heart Project was launched by
Dassault Systemes to attempt, for the ﬁrst
time, to produce a realistic working 3D
model of the human heart. Armed with
such a personalised model, the argument
goes, diagnosing, treating and preventing
heart conditions can be tackled far more
effectively. The model has been built in
Simulia, Dassault Systemes’ simulation
suite, which provides engineers with a
method to test their designs, to do
predictive analysis and assess durability.
April Alﬁeri, of the company’s Virtual
Human Modelling team, outlined the
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Simulia products to test the effectiveness
of the stent design.”
Introducing medical conditions into the
model will come, but in the Crst instance
the objective has been to create a model
of a healthy heart. “The heart is very
complex,” says AlCeri. “Not only in its
structure, but also it’s got a lot of physics,
the Duid Dow physics, and physiology
physics too. So it was a very challenging
engineering problem for us to build this
model. Ultimately our end goal is to create
personalised models and a method for
rapid creation of those models.”
Technically speaking the Crst model is a
personalised model as it was created
using MRI and CT scans from a healthy
male in his late 40s. This information was
used to create a geometric model, which in
turn was used to create an FEA model that
facilitates simulation.
Having a personalised model for each
patient will allow both cardiologists and

objective: “We launched the Living Heart
project in 2014 with the idea of somehow
revolutionising cardiovascular care through
realistic simulation. Today, realistic
simulation isn’t used widely in
cardiovascular care and we wanted to do
something about it.”
With such a tool at the ﬁngertips of
cardiac device and services companies,
the ability to effectively see the working
heart will help in exploring the design
space, reﬁning ideas faster, and
developing novel service solutions that are
more effective and safer for patients. All of
which leads to better designs and a
reduction in expensive prototyping and
testing, allowing companies to get
products and services to market faster.
Clearly, Simulia’s expertise lies in
simulation, rather than cardiovascular
care, so it partnered with a host of
interested parties in order to tackle both
clinical and commercial demands.
Partners included clinicians, regulatory
bodies such as the FDA and MDIC
(Medical Device Innovation Consortium),
researchers and medical device
companies.
“With our Living Heart model,”
continues AlCeri, “a design engineer and
a medical device designer will be able to
design, say, a stent and then take that
stent design, create an FEA model and
bring it into the heart model, and use
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LIVING HEART PROJECT

Living Heart graphic,
showing medical
device analysis

surgeons to test and do pre-surgical
planning and training. For example, if a
valve replacement operation was being
planned, instead of opening up the patient
during surgery and then trying to Ct the
valves in, it could be done virtually before
cutting the patient open. Theoretically,
surgery should become quicker, and
outcomes better.
But it is not just a tool for the surgeon;
it is very much a tool for the design
engineer, too. “DeCnitely for both,” says
Brian Baillargeon, technical lead at Simulia
Virtual Human Modelling . “Aortic
stenosis. Mitral valve regurgitation. These
conditions are of interest to the design
engineers and they’re probably the ones
that are going to use it Crst, because
they’re actually already using our tools to
design the devices and simulate the
devices. Now we can embed the devices in
a more realistic environment to test them.
You can see your device design inside a

beating heart – a dynamic heart – and see
how it behaves.”
The range of devices could include such
items as a catheter in place, a stent, or a
valve replacement. Since the launch of the
initial model in May 2015, the heart has
already been successfully used to evaluate
the function of a new annuloplasty ring
design, predict pacemaker lead stresses,
model disease progression and one
member has received a CE Mark in Europe
for a service using simulation in order to
perform virtual transcatheter aortic valve
replacement sizing.
The Living Heart is the Crst commercialgrade four-chamber heart model and it is
hoped it is going to provide more insightful
results than previous attempts that may
have just had part of the heart modelled.
“For each new, unique use case, validation
has to be done,” says Baillargeon. “It’s an
ongoing process for validation, depending
on what the heart’s being used for. It’s a

Having a simulated heart as a design tool
could revolutionise the way in which medical
designers approach equipment development.

www.ied.org.uk
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LIVING HEART PROJECT

general-purpose platform, so it’s going to
be a continual process to validate all the
speciCc use cases that it could be
potentially used for.”
Another issue that has demanded the
expertise of project partners to resolve
has been to calibrate the material
behaviour – how stiff it is and how much it
contracts. “There’s particular MRI scans
you can do to get what the strains are on
the heart and we have used that on the
model, along with haemodynamic studies,”
reveals Baillargeon. The team have been
able to marry up the electrical stimulus,
resulting in excitation of the heart’s tissue
and then contraction, simulating the full
working system of the heart.

DEVELOPING NEW SYSTEMS

The consequence is a system that
not only may improve existing medical
processes, but also result in new ones
being developed. Baillargeon continues:
“We’re going to have areas where you have
a speciCc device for reading, say, mitral
valve regurgitation. If the mitral valve is
leaky, that can actually cause heart failure,
if it’s really severe. So we might create a
model that simulates that and then the
designers will build devices that treat it.
But then we also gain fundamental
insights to the heart. A lot of times, we
might say, ‘a speciCc disease state’. Well,
now we can come up with a completely
new procedure or technique to actually
repair that and treat it in some way.”
The key to the project has been the
power of the software and the commitment
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of the partners. “We need the software to
actually solve these types of problems –
the investment in technology Dassault has
done has really allowed us to get this far,”
adds Baillargeon. “But the cardiovascular
expertise came from the Living Heart
project. It’s a unique collaboration between
all these individuals that really share their
knowledge with us. Basically, a certain
person knew a lot about electrophysiology,
a certain person knew about left
ventricular functions, a certain person
knows about this, a certain person knows
about that. “We take all that data, we
combine it all together and we have a
uniCed platform for everybody to use.”
One of the partners is Materialise.
The company’s product engineer,
cardiovascular, Julie Maes, comments:
“The Living Heart project has the mission
to develop and validate highly accurate
personalised digital models of the human
heart. To achieve this, it is essential to
represent the shape of the anatomy with
high accuracy. Materialise has substantial
expertise in converting medical images to
detailed 3D models that can then be used
for various applications, such as Cnite
element modelling. One of the priorities for
the Living Heart project is to have an
accurate representation of the essential
details, combined with a high mesh quality.
“We hope that the valuable 3D
information provided by the medical
images will be brought to the next level
by the Living Heart project,” she says,
Department head of Philips Research in
France, another of the partners, is Nicolas

Villain who sees the project as a major
facilitator in the development of
standardised and reproducible imagebased measurements of the cardiac
function. Villain comments: “Never before
have we been able to effectively use the
heart as a real-time test bed. Such is the
complexity of the heart as an engineering
system that it is impossible to have
realistic physical phantoms to test our
imaging systems. This is a real limitation
for calibrating and standardising imagebased measurements that can help
cardiologists in understanding the
condition of the patient’s heart and better
quantify its evolution under treatment.
The Living Heart model gives us the
opportunity to simulate the complex
cardiac motion, driven by an accurate
model of the cardiac anatomy and
physiology, in a fully controlled
environment, which is key to develop and
validate our diagnostic solutions.
“The Living Heart project has opened
up a new level of simulation and it is also
a collaborative model where all the
partners bring their expertise in. Through

medical imaging of the heart, we can
extract a lot of information about the
anatomical variants and normal or
pathological motion patterns. Our dream is
to enable the model to capture all this
variability, so that personalised treatments
and custom-Ctted devices can be designed
and delivered.”

www.3ds.com/heart
www.research.philips.com
www.materialise.com
This article is reprinted courtesy of Eureka magazine
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Norwegian
Wood:

No, not the one by
The Beatles, but as
lyrical and engaging
in many ways
Colin Ledsome CEng FIED reviews a curious
and oddly fascinating book

I

t’s subject is exactly what its sub-title says, and
you wouldn’t think there wasn’t a lot to say, but
there is. If you are going to use a material to its
full potential, you need to be very familiar with its
behaviour. This book brings the reader very close to
wood. In Scandinavia, they use a lot of wood for heating.
Norway is rich in oil, yet 25% of home heating comes
from wood burning and half of the wood is cut by the
householder. Norway burns 1.5 million metric tons of
wood per year. More populous Sweden burns twice that.
Finland uses more per head than either. Yet this is less
than the growth of timber in those countries, so they
remain self-sufficient and ecologically sound.
Axes, handsaws and chainsaws are used to bring
trees down and divide them into logs in the spring.
Smaller hand or electric tools split the logs into
convenient-sized pieces, which are then stacked to dry
over the summer. The stacks are carefully designed with
spaces to allow air to circulate through them.
Bark may be used to protect the top of stacks from
the rain when the stacks are in the open. Wood dries
mainly through the ends of the grain, so care is taken to
leave these exposed.
When the colder weather comes, the wood is burnt in
efficient modern stoves, which can produce from six to
fourteen kilowatts of heat, both radiant and convective.
They consume most of the wood, leaving little smoke to
pollute the air. They can also be used for cooking and
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central heating systems. The design of these stoves has
improved significantly in recent decades, so that the
amount of wood burnt has increased at a much lower
rate than the population. Also, modern houses are more
carefully insulated to reduce the need for heating.
The author comments on different designs of axe and
saw, and the various ways to stack wood in large
quantities, some quite sculptural (the Scandinavian
equivalent of topiary). Stacks may often be in parallel
lines or in circular or rectangular mounds. Different types
of open fires and wood-burning ovens are compared.
Different woods produce very different amounts of heat
as they burn, so even the wood itself is evaluated.
Tables at the end give lots of detailed facts and figures,
so you can make your own choices.
Although not concerned with design processes as
such, there is a lot of design thought underlying the
narrative. Written in plain English and translated directly
from the Norwegian, this is one to read at your leisure.

Author
Lars Mytting, translated by Robert
Ferguson
Publisher
MacLehose Press
Publication date
2015

Reviewer
Colin Ledsome
ISBN
Hardback: 978-0-85705-255-1
Ebook: 978-1-78206-662-0
Price
£20
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BOOK REVIEWS

Bridges:
spanning
passion, vision
and creativity
John Armitage and Steve Thompson, both
design directors within Ramboll’s Bridges
International team, are impressed with
‘Bridges’, a new book from world-renowned
structural engineer Christian Menn

T

here are many coffee-table books showcasing
some of the world’s most adventurous and
elegant bridges. If this was just such a book
focussing on some fine bridges, concentrated
primarily in south-east Switzerland, it would have some
excellent images – Swiss engineers excel in fitting clever
engineering into the fantastic canvas of their landscape.
Yet this book is so much more than just a coffee-table
book. First, it focuses on one of the masters of bridge
engineering, Christian Menn, so it was always going to
be filled with a superb collection of notable bridges. But
with Christian Menn having authored the book, it is far
more than just a set of glossy images.
From the outset, this book documents Menn’s
passion, vision and creativity. It engages with the reader
to provide an understanding behind the inspiration for
each bridge and the challenges overcome in the quest
for elegance and efficiency.
The differences between the structural forms are
discussed and a key chapter at the start outlines Menn’s
philosophy in bridge design. As to be expected, the
usual suspects of design goals, economy, safety and
durability issues are examined, but these are
complemented with detailed insight into the importance
of bridge aesthetic, venturing into difficult areas such as
the balance between cost and aesthetic quality.
As such, it is certainly a book for engineers. But what
makes the book stand out is that it not only looks at
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bridges in their context and the way they fit into the
landscape, but also it explores the politics behind
bridges and even the place of bridges in literature.
Menn’s most famous Swiss works in the
Ganterbrücke and the Sunnibergbrücke are covered in
exquisite detail, richly illustrated throughout with a
combination of dimensioned general arrangement
diagrams and a stunning array of photography. Similar
detail is provided for many of Menn’s other notable
bridges, including the Sowwah Bridges in Abu Dhabi and
the Charles River Crossing in Boston, as well as
numerous smaller, yet no less elegant, Swiss structures.
Like many books about Swiss bridge engineers, the text
is bilingual, in German and English.
Whilst this book may not be cheap, at 350 pages it
contains far more that will interest, challenge and inspire
true bridge engineers than many of the similarly priced
mass market books on bridges. As such, it is highly
recommended as a special book on an engineer’s shelf.

Author
Christian Menn
Publisher
Scheidegger & Spiess
Publication date
2016

Reviewer
John Armitage and Steve
Thompson
ISBN
ISBN 9783858814555
Price
£87
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ON A
MISSION
Surrey Satellite Technology has been delivering small
satellite missions for 30 years – longer than anyone else in
the world. Here are some of its remarkable achievements

I

n the three-plus decades that Surrey
Satellite Technology – an
independent British company within
the Airbus Defence & Space group –
has been in existence, it has achieved
great things. SSTL designed and launched
47 satellites, and has been the main
payload supplier for Europe’s Galileo
programme, as well as supplier to major
space agencies, international science
missions, commercial business and
national governments, and implemented
major commercial satellite constellations.
It has also provided more than 70
subsystems and complete avionics suites
to international customers, as well as
optical payloads for major space agencies
and international science missions.
It’s an extraordinary achievement, yet
one that SSTL now almost takes in its
stride. For instance, it recently delivered
the 22nd Galileo navigation payload,
the last under Galileo Full Operational
Capability (FOC) Works Orders 1 & 2, to
prime contractor OHB System in Bremen,
Germany. Galileo is Europe’s own Global
Navigation Satellite System, providing realtime positioning, navigation and timing
services with unrivalled accuracy.
As Payload Prime for Galileo FOC
Works Order 1 & 2, SSTL is responsible
for the development, assembly, integration
and test of 22 navigation payloads. The
Irst Galileo FOC payload was delivered to
OHB in 2012 and since then payloads
have continued to roll off the production
line at SSTL, with a delivery schedule of
approximately one every six weeks.
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RIGHT AT THE FOREFRONT
OF INNOVATION

As Katherine Courtney, chief executive of
the UK Space Agency, points out:
“Satellite navigation is an important part
of the UK space industry success story
and we are at the forefront of innovation in
technology and services. Every FOC
payload for the Galileo constellation – the
beating heart of each satellite – has been
built here in Guildford and the completion
of this 22nd payload is a signiIcant
milestone which should be celebrated.”
SSTL’s state-of-the-art FOC payload
comprises of different units that have
been manufactured by a European supply
chain and the modular design of the
satellite enables SSTL to assemble the
payload units onto three panels for
delivery, fully tested, to OHB in Bremen.
The last of the payloads in these two
batches has now completed its journey
through production and test at SSTL and
has been delivered to Germany, where
a team of SSTL engineers will assist
OHB engineers with integration to the
spacecraft platform. SSTL’s FOC payload
is based on European sourced atomic
clocks, navigation signal generators,
high power travelling wave tube ampliIers
and antennas, and will provide Galileo’s
navigation, positioning and timing
services.
SSTL has pioneered the low-cost, lowrisk approach to delivering operational
satellite missions within short timescales
and with appropriate capability. Heritage
designs, commercial off-the-shelf

Executive chairman of Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd,
Sir Martin Sweeting HonFIED, with one of the three
DMC3 constellation spacecraft during the assembly
stage. Credit: SSTL.

technology, combined with a common
sense and pragmatic approach to
manufacture and low-cost operations,
all enable the company to ensure that
programme economics are kept as low
as realistically possible.
SSTL’s approach focuses on the
experience gained from previous
missions. Every new project is evolved
from its ﬂight-proven designs, enabling it
to provide custom-designed solutions. At
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ECONOMICS OF SPACE

Reach for the stars

the same time, mission performance has
improved dramatically in line with
technology developments, allowing small
satellites to deliver real-world applications
at a cost that would have been
unthinkable a few decades ago, making
viable commercial business plans a
reality. Today’s small satellite solutions
can compete in capability across a range
of applications. Whole groups of small
satellites operating as a constellation can
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undertake missions that large, single
spacecraft are unable to fulIl.

A MUCH CHANGED WORLD

It is all a far cry from how things were in
the mid-1970s, when space was
considered to be such a different
environment to Earth that anything sent
into the atmosphere needed to be
specially designed and tested for the
harsh conditions of space. Naturally, this

A British consortium led by Surrey Satellite
Technology Ltd (SSTL) has been awarded a grant
from Innovate UK, the UK’s innovation agency, to
co-fund the development of a novel High Test
Peroxide (HTP) propulsion system.
The new HTP propulsion system is being
designed as an environmentally friendly and costeffective ‘green’ replacement for hydrazine
propellant systems, currently commonly used in
small satellites. Hydrazine is on the REACH sunset
list of chemicals and there is a drive from the
space industry to develop alternative high
performance low-cost propulsion systems. SSTL
has identiﬁed HTP as an environmentally-friendly
monopropellant with the potential for providing
the high performance required for future small
satellite missions and has teamed with partners
on a project to bring the new HTP propulsion
system design to ﬂight-ready status.
SSTL’s propulsion engineers have designed a
prototype HTP propulsion system, and will work
together with the consortium partners to resolve
the remaining design and materials challenges to
achieve a ﬂight-ready concept by the end of 2016.
The project will require a comprehensive validation
of material compatibility that will be undertaken
by European Astrotech Ltd (EAL) .
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Compact, very high resolution (2.5m), low power pushbroom imager. Provides
high resolution imagery in 5 wavebands, using ﬁve linear detector arrays
separated in the along-track direction in the common focal plane of a telescope.
Flying on NigeriaSat-2 and ideal for mapping, security and surveillance.
made building satellites incredibly
expensive and time-intensive.
In the late 1970s, a group of highlyskilled aerospace researchers working at
the University of Surrey, including a young
Martin Sweeting – now Sir Martin and the
guiding force behind SSTL – decided to
experiment by creating a satellite using
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
components and the results were
surprising. That Irst satellite, UoSat-1,
was launched in 1981, with the help of
NASA and the mission was a great
success, outliving its planned three-year
life by more than Ive years. Most
importantly, the team showed that
relatively small and inexpensive satellites
could be built rapidly to perform
successful and sophisticated missions.
In 1985, the University of Surrey
formed Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd as
a spin-out company to transfer the results
of its research into a commercial
enterprise. The growth of the company
has accelerated, and its innovative
approach to the design, build, test and
operation of spacecraft has propelled
SSTL to the forefront of the small satellite
industry.
Engineering design has always played
an important role in industrial and
scientiIc advancement. Where does
Sweeting feel this has brought the most
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signiIcant strides forward in his own Ield
of interest, as well as for SSTL?
“Amongst the key engineering
contributions in the space arena were the
experiments on staged rockets that were
conducted shortly after WWII,” he
responds. “Whilst it is theoretically
possible to reach orbital velocity with a
single-stage rocket using conventional
propellants, however the payloads would
only be very, very small in this scenario.
We probably wouldn't have a space
industry at all, if it weren't for the
'Bumper' programme, which used some
of the V2 hardware for a rather more
positive purpose,” he points out.
“Staging with liquid-fuelled rockets isn't
simple; when the Irst stage of a rocket
burns out, the fuel in the second stage
has a tendency to ﬂoat way from the
igniters. The American solution to this
problem was to use pressurised
propellant tanks; the Russians, by
contrast, simply ignited the second stage
of their rockets before the Irst stage had
burned out, joining the two with a lattice
structure to allow the exhaust gases to
escape. Russian mechanical engineering
was thus simpler, cheaper and had a
better reliability record.
This Cold War competition between the
Soviet Union and the USA was also a
driver for satellite hardware developments

Compact, very high resolution (1m), low power
pushbroom imager. Provides high resolution
imagery in 5 wavebands, using ﬁve linear detector
arrays separated in the along-track direction in
the common focal plane of a telescope. Used on
the latest generation SSTL-300+ platform for the
DMC3 constellation.
for many years. “American satellite
designs beneIted from micro-electronics
that could operate in a vacuum,” he adds,
“whereas all Russian satellite designs,
from Sputnik in 1957 up until the mid1990s, were pressure vessels containing
nitrogen gas and fans to cool the
components. Using pressure vessels in
space is a very ‘heavy’ approach and
ultimately the Western mass-efIcient
electrical engineering approach won out.”
A major contributor to SSTL's success
was having the opportunity to put reliable,
comparatively low-cost consumer
electronics developed in the West into
satellites that were subsequently
launched by reliable, comparatively lowcost rockets from the East. “In doing so,
we were able to bring the cost of doing
business in space down to levels that
entrepreneurs, and not just national
governments, could afford. Ultimately,
engineering solutions pose Inancial
questions and SSTL has always been
focused on changing the economics of
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ECONOMICS OF SPACE

space.” What role, then, might engineering
design fulIl in the future when it comes to
space satellite technology – and where
does he feel the next big push will come,
as far as that technology is concerned
and why?
“In the Ield of terrestrial computing,
we have seen a transition from large
mainframe computers to a world that is
now dominated by personal microelectronics,” Sweeting points out. “A
similar transition is now happening in
Earth-orbit. The ability to collect, store and
download much larger data Iles means
that we can contemplate applications,
(such as imaging the entire surface of the
globe on a daily basis) that were
previously inconceivable.
“Again, our engineering design
approach is the key. We have reduced the
cost of satellites to the point where it is
reasonable to envisage procuring a
constellation of small satellites for the

cost of one much larger mission.
“As a result, ‘area coverage rate’ and
‘timeliness’ start to become the key
engineering design parameters, rather
than spatial resolution.
“Personal computers became far
more capable devices when they were
connected to the internet and we're
now starting to see the analogous
development of a ‘Space Wide Web’ in
orbit. Satellites in geostationary orbit,
such as the European Data Relay Satellite
(EDRS), now offer inter-satellite links,
which mean that low Earth orbit missions
can be in continuous communication in
near-real-time. Increasingly, such missions
are returning data that has been
processed and compressed on-board,
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SATELLITES: MULTIFACETED ROLE
Satellites play a huge part in mapping and
observing our planet and the changes it is
undergoing. For example, wide area imagery from
satellites is the most efﬁcient way to accurately
and regularly monitor vast areas of forest – the
tropics alone make up half of the Earth’s land
area and many areas cannot be reached on foot.
Some applications in this area include:
More than one billion people are dependent on
forests for their livelihood and forests play a vital
role in regulating our climate. The Brazilian space
agency uses DMC satellite imagery achieved in
short cloud-free imaging windows to monitor
deforestation in the Amazon basin.
MARITIME SERVICES
• Ship detection
• Maritime oil spill monitoring
• Ice warnings
• Oil slick monitoring
• Asset protection.
SSTL’s high value space radar system NovaSAR
makes synthetic aperture radar services
accessible with several operational modes,
including a dedicated super-wide 750km maritime
imaging mode.
DISASTER MONITORING
Satellites provide invaluable data support to
nations and relief agencies for disaster response
and preparedness for ﬂood, ﬁre, earthquake,
drought, hurricane, tsunami, tornado and other
natural and man-made disasters.
Satellite imagery provides georeferenced
regular snapshots, which can be used in
conjunction with ﬂood and soil models, digital
elevation models, precipitation data, and
population statistics to produce a base map for
emergency services in the event of a disaster.
Disaster information from satellites is rapidly
available and accurate, and is often the only
overview to hand that can help guide and plan
emergency assistance.
Add to that weather forecasting, glaciations,
pollution, climate change, lunar and planetary
science and earthquake prediction, and the scale
and importance of these systems becomes all too
clear. And that by no means comes even close to
exhausting the vast range of applications of
satellite technology.

exploiting the fact that Moore's Law
applies to satellites, too...we are ﬂying far
more capable processors now than was
possible when we started building
satellites in Guildford. At a rough estimate,
our processing capacity has increased by
a factor of 100,000 in that time.”
Against this background, SSTL has
become a key player. What does Sweeting
attribute that to, in such a Iercely
competitive arena? And how does it intend
to maintain that position? “Imagination is
the key,” he insists. “We have always
responded to the technology push that
comes from the terrestrial (consumerdriven) market, enabling the company to
open up new applications for our small
satellites. In particular, we have designed
some extremely agile and ﬂexible
missions that can be reprogrammed onorbit. This allows the satellites'
performance to be optimised after launch
and we can switch in redundant
components when necessary to ensure
that they meet their design lifetimes.”

RAISING THE BAR
WITH LOWER ORBITS

“We are expecting to make more use of
relatively low orbits in the future, at 500
km altitude or below, and we will derive
multiple performance beneIts from doing
so,” Sweeting adds. “Novel technologies,
including advanced propulsion, formation
ﬂying, rendezvous and docking, and power
transfer between satellites are all areas
that we may explore via technology
demonstration satellites over the next few
years. These orbits have the additional
beneIt of being 'self-cleaning' regarding
space debris that burns up more rapidly in
the atmosphere after the end of their
useful life.”

THE UNIVERSE: AS NEVER
QUITE SEEN BEFORE

It is quite likely that the next great space
observatory will not be a single,
monolithic spacecraft, such as JWST, but
a group of small satellites, he concludes,
“either Jying separately in a cluster, or
assembled together to form a composite
aperture much larger than can be
accommodated on a single rocket. When
that design approach is adopted, we'll
legitimately be able to claim that we've
provided mankind with its best ever view
of the universe that we inhabit”.
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Institution News
Obituary:
Donald Clarke

BScEngHons CEng MIME
MIED(PP) MRINA MIMarEst
It was with great sadness that we
learnt of the death of Donald (Don)
Clarke, past President of the
Institution.
Don had been a member of the IED
since 1965. He was introduced to the
Institution by his colleague DW Daniel,
who was a Member of the IED and
with whom Don had worked in
creating the ﬁrst ever ‘Teaching of
Engineering Design’ conference at Scarborough in 1964. This conference still
runs today as the International Engineering and Product Design Education
Conference (E&PDE).
Don started his career as an Apprentice Shipwright at HM Dockyard in
Devonport in 1951. On completion, he worked at the Admiralty Drawing
Ofﬁce as a draughtsman for a number of years.
Don soon moved into education, becoming a lecturer at Enﬁeld College of
Technology in 1961 and then senior lecturer in Mechanical Engineering at
the college in 1963. At the time of achieving membership of the Institution,
he had gained a BSc(Eng) from the University of London and was working as
a senior lecturer in the Faculty of Engineering at KNUST in Ghana.
On moving back to the UK, he became an active member of the
Institution, joining Council and the Presidential Panel in 1974. He served as
President of the IED from 1976 to 1979. His focus on the development of
the Institution was as a design body, afﬁliated to the newly emerging
Engineering Council, but for the purpose of providing support, guidance and
professional standing to designers, much as the focus continues today.
Don served on the IED Council until 1992 and during that time, as a
Chartered Engineer, he helped to assess and mentor applicants, wrote
papers for publication and contributed greatly to the work of the Institution.
Those readers who remember Don will no doubt join the Council of the
Institution in passing our sincere condolences to Margaret and her family at
this very difﬁcult time.

IED welcomes its new
member Karsten Heard
A warm welcome to Karsten Heard, who has recently become
a Member of the IED. He works for Cheltenham-based PKL, a
world leading supplier of catering infrastructure solutions, and
is also registered as an Engineering Technician and Registered
CAD Manager.

Apply now for funding
Innovate UK has up to £200,000 and a package of tailored
support to award to businesswomen who have exciting ideas,
and the potential to become leaders in innovation and deliver
signiﬁcant economic growth.
This is the ﬁrst women only Innovate UK competition and
part of a new ‘infocus’ initiative aimed at encouraging diversity
in innovation, with each of the 12 ﬁnalists receiving a package
of support tailored to their needs.
The four winners will each receive £50,000 to support their
innovation project or activities. For more information, go to:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/women-in-innovationapply-for-infocus-funding-award

Elections & Registrations
Registration as Chartered Engineer
Joseph Barnsdale Cooper
Bristol
Paul Nicholas Jeffries
London
Alasdair Michael MacLaine
London
Paul Stanzl
Dorchester
Registration as Incorporated
Engineer
Harold Alberto
Cardiff
Registration as Engineering
Technician
Adrian Peter Blackwell
Reading
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Election to Member
Adrian Peter Blackwell
Paul Nicholas Jeffries

Farnborough
Harrow

Election to Registered CAD
Practitioner
Samantha Cook

Hoole

Transfer to Graduate
George Mabey
Oliver Rees

Southampton
Herne Bay

Election to Graduate
Ahmed Khudhair Abbas
Jonathan Ian Campbell

Erbil, Iraq
Renfrew

James Gilchrist
Epping
Bekithemba Kudakwashe Moyo Zimbabwe
Sanjin S
Thiruvananthapuram, India
Election to Student
Stephen Adam
Ameenah Begum
Eric John William Hewitt
Oliver Payne
Mehdi Razi

South Carbrian
Portsmouth
Alva
Winsford
Cardiff

Election to Student from Dublin
Institute of Technology
Daragh Allen
Wexford
Jack Aylward
Naas

Jack Grifﬁn
Daire Lonergan
Saoirse McLoughlin
Ciara Mc Donald
Gavin Moore
Don Mullen
Jamie Ryan
Rachael Ryan
Ciaran Sullivan

Lucan
Killiney
Loughrea
Dublin
Swords
Oldcastle
Portlaoise
Monasterboice
Dublin

Design Register
Lee Styger, Albion Park, NSW, has
re-registered as REngDes in the ﬁeld of
Management of Special Projects’ until 19
April 2021
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Airlander 10 on a high with clearance for lift-off
As it prepares for the ﬁrst new ﬂight of its
Airlander 10 hybrid airship, Hybrid Air Vehicles
of the UK has been showcasing the vehicle’s
special operations credentials recently at SOFEX.
Persistence, large payload, modularity, quiet
operations and the ability to land on any ﬂat
surface are among the Airlander 10’s key
attributes in the special ops arena.
Hybrid Air Vehicles has recently received
EASA and Civil Aviation Authority clearance to ﬂy
the Airlander 10 from the base at Cardington,

Bedfordshire. The vehicle itself is a double-lobed,
helium-Flled design, its shape being aerodynamic
in proFle to contribute about 40% of the lift in
forward ﬂight.
Power is provided by four 325hp V8 engines,
mounted in ducts with vectored thrust capability
for low-speed control.
Conventional aerodynamic control surfaces
are mounted on the wings and twin Fns. Nestled
between the lobes, the payload module of the
Airlander 10 incorporates a beam, whose

function is for carrying externally slung loads.
Importantly, the design of the Airlander 10 builds
in a high degree of survivability. Filled with inert
gas to a low differential pressure, the laminated
fabric envelope offers a low leak rate, should
any damage be incurred, while the airship’s
multi-redundant systems are widely distributed
around its large shape.
Furthermore, the hull is radar-neutral; also,
the vehicle can be Ftted with armour protection
around critical areas and a defensive aids suite.

Mind your Ps and queues!
The ‘Pee Power’ urinal – which turns pee into electricity –
took centre stage in the Stone Circle at Glastonbury
Festival in June. The toilet, designed by researchers at the
University of the West of England (UWE Bristol), contributed
to the facilities needed on site. But the real purpose was to
test out a technology in its relative infancy that has the
potential to change the lives of those living in countries where
sanitation and electricity are off grid. The unit is powered by
urine fed through microbial fuel cells (MFCs) that generate
enough electricity to light up the inside of the urinal.
A team of researchers from UWE Bristol, and workers
from Oxfam and Dunster House shelter manufacturers, used
the festival like a Feld trial in advance of planned trials in
Africa and India later this year. The specially adapted urinal
Frst appeared at Glastonbury last year, but this time the
team created a unit capable of accommodating up to 25
people at once – the size planned for use in refugee camps.
Professor Ioannis Ieropoulos, director of the Bristol
BioEnergy Centre, Bristol Robotics Laboratory, at UWE
Bristol, said: “We have also developed the microbial fuel
cell unit, so it is much smaller – and yet delivering the pee
power with more power. Our ethos about reusing free
resources – in this case urine, generating energy for free
and also cleaning the urine, so that it is suitable for
agricultural use – resonates with the Glastonbury Festival
organisers, who made us feel very welcome.”
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Who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and for those who
have an interest in engineering and product design, as well as CAD users.
The IED, established in 1945, incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012, is a
licensed body of both the Engineering Council and Society for the
Environment and we register our suitably quali1ed Members as Chartered
Environmentalists (CEnv), Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated
Engineers (IEng) or Engineering Technicians (EngTech) and Chartered
Technological Product Designers (CTPD). We also offer professional
recognition to Product Designers, CAD Technicians and those who teach and
lecture in design or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels and raise
awareness of the professional standards of our Members, whilst providing a
resource and information service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.
www.ied.org.uk

shows commitment to

Why become a member of the IED?

continuing professional

Membership of any professional body gives you professional recognition and
status, and an acknowledged code of conduct to work to. Membership of
the IED gives you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the role
you play in Design and Innovation, and helps to develop your skills and
knowledge in these areas.
As well as the various registrations, membership of the IED gives you the
opportunity to meet with other designers and discuss issues particular to
your 1eld of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer to
communicate primarily through the discussion forums on our website, as
this lends itself to the busy work schedules – however, we also run
seminars, meetings and events where Members can carry out CPD and
meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in all
Engineering and Product Design 1elds, plus those who teach these skills.

development and promoting

“For any design engineer hoping
to pursue a career in industry,
membership and registration

good practice in those with
whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a
natural home for those whose
roles encompass a diverse
range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

How do you join?
We have made the application process as simple as we can. To maintain
the high standards of membership, we need all prospective members to:
■ Complete an application form
■ Write a professional review report, detailing what you do in your role in
design. All applicants are assessed by a Committee of Members and via an
interview.

If you are a designer who would like to gain formal professional recognition, or work in an
organisation which employs designers, and would like to have your employees gain membership
and professional recognition, contact Sue at the IED on 01373 822801 or send an email to:
sue@ied.org.uk to discuss your next step.

Engineers
Without
Borders
Engineers Without Borders-UK
is an international development
organisation that removes
barriers to development
through engineering. Our
programmes provide
opportunities for young people
to learn about technology's role
in tackling poverty.
We are always on the look out
for new volunteers, so to get
involved or make a donation
please visit out donations page
at http://www.ewb-uk.org

